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Sourced: Ring in a sweet Rosh Hashanah with Jewish honey
Jewish beekeeper tends to hives as mission for “Tikkun Olam” — to repair the world — and get other local
Jews to join her.

NICK KOZAK / TORONTO STAR

Jewish beekeeper Sabrina Malach inspects a bee-laden super at the tiny Jewish apiary at Bela farm in Hillsburgh, Ontario.

By: Michele Henry Staff reporter, Published on Wed Sep 24 2014

Sabrina Malach opens the back hatch of her car as if she’s lifting the lid off a treasure chest.
“We didn’t expect this kind of yield,” she says, eyes wide. “Isn’t it amazing?”
Morning sun strikes about a dozen Mason jars in the back of her Toyota Yaris, making their liquid shine
like gold.
This honey is what’s left of about 150 pounds cultivated in a tiny, Jewish apiary about an hour’s drive west
of the city — probably the only one of its sort in Canada.
It’s not quite enough to help Toronto’s entire Jewish community usher in a sweet new year, so this
“precious” product has been given away to a lucky few just in time for Rosh Hashanah. The Jewish New
Year begins Wednesday at sundown.
RELATED:
Beekeepers feeling the sting of honey bee losses
Common pesticides stealing bees’ survival skills, study finds
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Bee hotels hang out a welcome sign for solitary bees
Malach, 33, one of two local Jewish beekeepers, spent hours last week with a team of volunteers extracting
this nectar. It’s part of her mission for “Tikkun Olam” — to repair the world — and get other local Jews to
join her.
While there’s a growing Jewish beekeeping movement south of the border, Toronto’s urban Jews are just
warming up to such “hands-on” food.
“Our community is very connected to the land of Israel,” Malach says. “But this is the land of Canada.
We’re here, so let’s be here.”
On a recent sunny morning, Malach travels to the apiary to check on her bees just days after the big
extraction.
But before kitting up, she kneels on the porch of the small, grey barn at Bela Farm, a lush property in
Hillsburgh, Ontario. The hives are nestled close by in a field of wild flowers.
Malach holds a spent super up to the light and stares at the waxy, white formation still clinging to its sides
— the man made wooden frame gives bees a place to store their honey. Malach notes that honeycomb is
the same shape as the centre of the Star of David.
“It’s the most intelligent shape,” she says, of the bees’ creation and of Judaism’s six-point symbol. “No
space lost.”
About eight years ago when Malach started seeing hexagons everywhere, she knew bees were her calling.
The Thornhill, Ontario native got a master’s degree from York University in Environmental Studies with a
focus on urban pollination. One day she hoped for hives of her own.
But, that takes space — about 30-metres on all sides. Her Queen St. W. backyard just couldn’t cut it.
She took a job at Shoresh in 2010 as director of community outreach. A year later, a local philanthropist
approached the Jewish environmental organization about creating a rural space where the urban Jew
could experience life outdoors; grow plants, touch and feel where their food comes from, celebrate
festivals and holidays outside “on the land” where they traditionally — and historically — took place.
What better way to connect with earth’s sweetness than to raise bees? Malach immediately asked if she
could create an apiary.
“They said yes without hesitation,” she says. “They just got it.”
With help from mentors, Malach started small, adding beekeeping to her work portfolio and driving out to
Bela Farm every 10 days to check on the bees.
By late summer 2013 she was thrilled to extract about 80 pounds of honey from her two hives. It wasn’t
enough to sell, but it was enough to create a buzz.
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Through tastings of this local, organic, “Jewish” honey, giveaways to Jewish power players and Malach’s
constant use of social media to tell the narrative of these “Jewish” bees, word spread.
“People went crazy for it,” Malach says. “There was this wow factor.”
To feed their cravings for artisanal product, she instead offered honey from Brian Hamlin before Rosh
Hashanah.
The local beekeeper — one of her mentors — has apiaries hidden across the city: on the rooftop at
University of Toronto’s New College; on the Toronto Islands; at Toronto’s Port Lands to name a few.
His honey is flavoured by yellow-tipped golden rod, wild thyme and milk weed, which grow wild across
the province — and at Bela Farm. It sold out immediately.
Malach pledged to ramp up Shoresh’s honey production for 2014.
As winter approached, she prepared her hives, wrapping them in black plastic cozies to stave off the cold.
She knew the snow and chill would bring “bee loss.” But that didn’t numb the blow — she was devastated
in late March to see that 50 per cent of her bees had died.
“It was a heart wrenching moment,” Malach says. “You open the hive and you see no bees. A place that
shouldn’t be silent is silent.”
Fortunately, Shoresh had money to rebuild and grow.
The organization got a significant grant from a U.S.-based group that funds socially-minded Jewish
projects. And the narrative of the Jewish bees garnered donations from community members, including a
13-year-old boy who donated $1,000 of his bar mitzvah money.
Others stepped up with donations, too, because of Ontario’s dire bee situation, Malach says. Hives are in
peril and the impact of pesticides on local bees has sparked a recent class action lawsuit.
“They fell in love with the honey,” Malach says, “But bees dying made people care. They saw us as an
outlet to express their concern.”
In mid May this year, a small crew of volunteers helped build new supers and boxes, growing the Shoresh
apiary from two hives to four. Malach even had enough money to purchase a special, $1,700 “honey
extractor.” It comes with a hand crank, so kids can use it. She also bought beekeeping suits in sizes small
enough to fit children.
“It’s all about connecting Jews to the land,” she says, “Connecting them to our rituals in a new and
meaningful way.”
Malach stands up, rests the super on the porch and steps into the barn to suit up. Before she zips the mesh
veil and slips on gloves, she lights the smoker and carries it to the field.
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The wind is light this September day. The bees hum. And Malach pauses to take it in.
“It’s spiritual for me,” she says. “It’s more than walking into synagogue. It’s how it all feels, how it sounds,
how it smells.”
As she gets ready to pry open a hive, Malach muses about how Jews have a complex relationship with
these tiny, winged insects.
Urban Jews in ancient Israel kept hives. In the book of Samuel, King Saul’s son, Jonathan, got energy
from honey to fight the enemy. Jews won’t tend bees on Shabbat, of course, but newlyweds are
encouraged to dip their Sabbath challah into honey to ensure a sweet marriage. On Rosh Hashanah, Jews
swipe their apples through honey and wish for a sweet new year.
And they even refer to Israel as the land of milk and honey (though, sages say, the bible passages refer to
“fig,” honey rather than bee honey — but who’s keeping tabs?).
But most interesting, perhaps, is the fact that honey is kosher while bees, like all insects, are not.
“Rabbis probably had a sweet tooth and said ‘let’s make this work!’ ” Malach says and chuckles at her own
joke.
The reason Jews can eat (unpasteurized) honey with impunity, says Richard Rabkin, Kashruth Council of
Canada’s managing director, is that the bee doesn’t actually make it.
Whereas animals that are not kosher, such as camels and pigs, produce milk in their bodies, bees are a
conduit. They suck up the flowers’ nectar and carry it, in their “honey stomachs,” back to the hive. There,
they excrete it.
The bees add enzymes to the honey, but, says Rabkin, the Talmud — Jewish laws written thousands of
years ago — still permits it.
“We have a whole compendium of laws,” he says. “Jews take what they eat very seriously.”
And their beekeeping.
Fred Davis, who has apiaries at Casa Loma, The Toronto Zoo and at the Canadian Opera Company,
considers beekeeping his contribution to Tikkun Olam — a core Jewish belief that humanity has a shared
responsibility to take care of the earth.
Davis hopes his urban apiaries can help — in some small way — to keep Toronto green and the bees
healthy.
“It’s very personal to me,” he says. “That’s my part.”
Making sure the bees at Bela Farm have what they need this day is Malach’s part. She approaches her four
small hives and lifts the lid off one. She squeezes the smoker and the bees hum lower and slower.
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The hives are smaller than they were last week before she spearheaded a 10-hour effort to remove the
honey. Still, many supers are loaded with nectar.
Malach only extracted 80 per cent of the bounty, she says, leaving the bees sustenance for the winter.
Where profit-minded beekeepers might take all of it, Malach and Hamlin believe in a sustainable practice.
At his apiary in Toronto’s Port Lands — within a quick walk of the city’s Energy centre — Hamlin keeps a
towering, round hive; a monument to nature he hand painted with Native Canadian scenes.
He doesn’t extract any honey from it at all.
“That’s my way of honouring the bees,” he says. “I don’t take without giving something back.”
Malach pries open the last hive in her apiary and finds a super that is slick and dripping with honey. She
scrapes some off with her hive tool.
It’s warm and fragrant, floral and honey-sweet.
“You’re tasting the land right here,” she says. “Nothing is more intimate than that.”
Got an idea for Sourced? Email mhenry@thestar.ca
Buzz on sweet treats
Ride along as Sourced taste-tests hyper-local honey from apiaries hidden around the city. Visit
thestar.com/sourced
Correction - September 24, 2014: This article was edited from a previous version that mistakenly
referred to the Star of David as a five-point symbol.
Sabrina Malach opens the back hatch of her car as if she’s lifting the lid off a treasure chest.
“We didn’t expect this kind of yield,” she says, eyes wide. “Isn’t it amazing?”
Morning sun strikes about a dozen Mason jars in the back of her Toyota Yaris, making their liquid shine
like gold.
This honey is what’s left of about 150 pounds cultivated in a tiny, Jewish apiary about an hour’s drive west
of the city — probably the only one of its sort in Canada.
It’s not quite enough to help Toronto’s entire Jewish community usher in a sweet new year, so this
“precious” product has been given away to a lucky few just in time for Rosh Hashanah. The Jewish New
Year begins Wednesday at sundown.
RELATED:
Beekeepers feeling the sting of honey bee losses
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Common pesticides stealing bees’ survival skills, study finds
Bee hotels hang out a welcome sign for solitary bees
Malach, 33, one of two local Jewish beekeepers, spent hours last week with a team of volunteers extracting
this nectar. It’s part of her mission for “Tikkun Olam” — to repair the world — and get other local Jews to
join her.
While there’s a growing Jewish beekeeping movement south of the border, Toronto’s urban Jews are just
warming up to such “hands-on” food.
“Our community is very connected to the land of Israel,” Malach says. “But this is the land of Canada.
We’re here, so let’s be here.”
On a recent sunny morning, Malach travels to the apiary to check on her bees just days after the big
extraction.
But before kitting up, she kneels on the porch of the small, grey barn at Bela Farm, a lush property in
Hillsburgh, Ontario. The hives are nestled close by in a field of wild flowers.
Malach holds a spent super up to the light and stares at the waxy, white formation still clinging to its sides
— the man made wooden frame gives bees a place to store their honey. Malach notes that honeycomb is
the same shape as the centre of the Star of David.
“It’s the most intelligent shape,” she says, of the bees’ creation and of Judaism’s six-point symbol. “No
space lost.”
About eight years ago when Malach started seeing hexagons everywhere, she knew bees were her calling.
The Thornhill, Ontario native got a master’s degree from York University in Environmental Studies with a
focus on urban pollination. One day she hoped for hives of her own.
But, that takes space — about 30-metres on all sides. Her Queen St. W. backyard just couldn’t cut it.
She took a job at Shoresh in 2010 as director of community outreach. A year later, a local philanthropist
approached the Jewish environmental organization about creating a rural space where the urban Jew
could experience life outdoors; grow plants, touch and feel where their food comes from, celebrate
festivals and holidays outside “on the land” where they traditionally — and historically — took place.
What better way to connect with earth’s sweetness than to raise bees? Malach immediately asked if she
could create an apiary.
“They said yes without hesitation,” she says. “They just got it.”
With help from mentors, Malach started small, adding beekeeping to her work portfolio and driving out to
Bela Farm every 10 days to check on the bees.
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By late summer 2013 she was thrilled to extract about 80 pounds of honey from her two hives. It wasn’t
enough to sell, but it was enough to create a buzz.
Through tastings of this local, organic, “Jewish” honey, giveaways to Jewish power players and Malach’s
constant use of social media to tell the narrative of these “Jewish” bees, word spread.
“People went crazy for it,” Malach says. “There was this wow factor.”
To feed their cravings for artisanal product, she instead offered honey from Brian Hamlin before Rosh
Hashanah.
The local beekeeper — one of her mentors — has apiaries hidden across the city: on the rooftop at
University of Toronto’s New College; on the Toronto Islands; at Toronto’s Port Lands to name a few.
His honey is flavoured by yellow-tipped golden rod, wild thyme and milk weed, which grow wild across
the province — and at Bela Farm. It sold out immediately.
Malach pledged to ramp up Shoresh’s honey production for 2014.
As winter approached, she prepared her hives, wrapping them in black plastic cozies to stave off the cold.
She knew the snow and chill would bring “bee loss.” But that didn’t numb the blow — she was devastated
in late March to see that 50 per cent of her bees had died.
“It was a heart wrenching moment,” Malach says. “You open the hive and you see no bees. A place that
shouldn’t be silent is silent.”
Fortunately, Shoresh had money to rebuild and grow.
The organization got a significant grant from a U.S.-based group that funds socially-minded Jewish
projects. And the narrative of the Jewish bees garnered donations from community members, including a
13-year-old boy who donated $1,000 of his bar mitzvah money.
Others stepped up with donations, too, because of Ontario’s dire bee situation, Malach says. Hives are in
peril and the impact of pesticides on local bees has sparked a recent class action lawsuit.
“They fell in love with the honey,” Malach says, “But bees dying made people care. They saw us as an
outlet to express their concern.”
In mid May this year, a small crew of volunteers helped build new supers and boxes, growing the Shoresh
apiary from two hives to four. Malach even had enough money to purchase a special, $1,700 “honey
extractor.” It comes with a hand crank, so kids can use it. She also bought beekeeping suits in sizes small
enough to fit children.
“It’s all about connecting Jews to the land,” she says, “Connecting them to our rituals in a new and
meaningful way.”
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Malach stands up, rests the super on the porch and steps into the barn to suit up. Before she zips the mesh
veil and slips on gloves, she lights the smoker and carries it to the field.
The wind is light this September day. The bees hum. And Malach pauses to take it in.
“It’s spiritual for me,” she says. “It’s more than walking into synagogue. It’s how it all feels, how it sounds,
how it smells.”
As she gets ready to pry open a hive, Malach muses about how Jews have a complex relationship with
these tiny, winged insects.
Urban Jews in ancient Israel kept hives. In the book of Samuel, King Saul’s son, Jonathan, got energy
from honey to fight the enemy. Jews won’t tend bees on Shabbat, of course, but newlyweds are
encouraged to dip their Sabbath challah into honey to ensure a sweet marriage. On Rosh Hashanah, Jews
swipe their apples through honey and wish for a sweet new year.
And they even refer to Israel as the land of milk and honey (though, sages say, the bible passages refer to
“fig,” honey rather than bee honey — but who’s keeping tabs?).
But most interesting, perhaps, is the fact that honey is kosher while bees, like all insects, are not.
“Rabbis probably had a sweet tooth and said ‘let’s make this work!’ ” Malach says and chuckles at her own
joke.
The reason Jews can eat (unpasteurized) honey with impunity, says Richard Rabkin, Kashruth Council of
Canada’s managing director, is that the bee doesn’t actually make it.
Whereas animals that are not kosher, such as camels and pigs, produce milk in their bodies, bees are a
conduit. They suck up the flowers’ nectar and carry it, in their “honey stomachs,” back to the hive. There,
they excrete it.
The bees add enzymes to the honey, but, says Rabkin, the Talmud — Jewish laws written thousands of
years ago — still permits it.
“We have a whole compendium of laws,” he says. “Jews take what they eat very seriously.”
And their beekeeping.
Fred Davis, who has apiaries at Casa Loma, The Toronto Zoo and at the Canadian Opera Company,
considers beekeeping his contribution to Tikkun Olam — a core Jewish belief that humanity has a shared
responsibility to take care of the earth.
Davis hopes his urban apiaries can help — in some small way — to keep Toronto green and the bees
healthy.
“It’s very personal to me,” he says. “That’s my part.”
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Making sure the bees at Bela Farm have what they need this day is Malach’s part. She approaches her four
small hives and lifts the lid off one. She squeezes the smoker and the bees hum lower and slower.
The hives are smaller than they were last week before she spearheaded a 10-hour effort to remove the
honey. Still, many supers are loaded with nectar.
Malach only extracted 80 per cent of the bounty, she says, leaving the bees sustenance for the winter.
Where profit-minded beekeepers might take all of it, Malach and Hamlin believe in a sustainable practice.
At his apiary in Toronto’s Port Lands — within a quick walk of the city’s Energy centre — Hamlin keeps a
towering, round hive; a monument to nature he hand painted with Native Canadian scenes.
He doesn’t extract any honey from it at all.
“That’s my way of honouring the bees,” he says. “I don’t take without giving something back.”
Malach pries open the last hive in her apiary and finds a super that is slick and dripping with honey. She
scrapes some off with her hive tool.
It’s warm and fragrant, floral and honey-sweet.
“You’re tasting the land right here,” she says. “Nothing is more intimate than that.”
Got an idea for Sourced? Email mhenry@thestar.ca
Buzz on sweet treats
Ride along as Sourced taste-tests hyper-local honey from apiaries hidden around the city. Visit
thestar.com/sourced
Correction - September 24, 2014: This article was edited from a previous version that mistakenly
referred to the Star of David as a five-point symbol.
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